2006/2007 Executive:

3 April 2007 – Executive Meeting
The meeting will be held at the home of Bernice and Gerry
Morrison, 951 Aspen Way Comox, BC
N o te: E x ec u t ive M ee t i n g b e g in s a t 2: 0 0 p .m .

10 April 2007 — Regular Monthly Meeting

Program: Carol Dancer…Gardens at Government House Victoria.
Carol has been a member of the ARS for over 25 years.
In her own words, Carol has gardened from St. Johns Nfld. to
Victoria B.C. and several gardens in between. She is a member of
The Friends of the Gardens at the University of BC; she is on the
Advisory Board at Finnerty Gardens at the University of Victoria, and
has for the past eight years been a volunteer at Government House
Gardens in Victoria.
For the past three years she has been the Garden Advisor at the
Government House Gardens.
Carols talk and presentation will incorporate a brief history of the
gardens told through a slide presentation, depicting a year in the
Gardens at Government House.

(by Harry Wright)
Now that we have winter behind us we can spend more time in the garden, where we
belong. A joy to see some real colour, not that I have any trouble with “green”. It’s
the colour that makes the rhodo’s so enjoyable year around, plus the fact that there
are so many different sizes and shapes of foliage.
If you are looking to try your hand at hybridizing, now is the time. Creating a new
rhododendron takes a few years, but the wait can be very rewarding. The first thing
to do is to take a little time and learn the parts of a flower in order to know how
pollination takes place. One of the most important things to remember is that you
will not be the only one in the garden moving pollen around.
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If you wish to cross an early blooming variety with a later one, pollen
can be collected, dried and kept in the fridge until the female flower is
ready to be pollinated.
When collecting pollen and preparing the female for the cross, do this
just before the flower opens. When removing the corals from the
female, ensure that stigma does not come in contact with the anthers
as this could cause pollination. This is called self pollination, which
you should try to avoid.
On each truss (complete
flower) I usually remove
all the florets but three,
then gently remove
petals and anthers. If
there are other trusses
close by, remove them
as well, as it is the
bright colours which
attract the insects that
could contaminate your
cross.
Hybridizing is most
successful when done
during the warmest time
of the day, as the
stigma is most receptive
to the pollen. I usually
apply the pollen two or
three days in a row to
ensure that it is being
accepted. Some pollen
has a very fine texture, and some are very stringy.
After a month or so, the ovary will remain green and become enlarged
which should mean that your cross has been successful. The ripe
ovary can be harvested in late September, provided it hasn’t been
dislodged during the summer by man or beast. Later we will discuss
what to do with the seed.
Always remember to tag your cross, on the plant and also enter it in a
record book. I also put a piece of survey tape on the branch
containing the cross.

(by Dave Godfrey)
Thirty-four members enjoyed an entertaining meeting on
March 13th. Following the business portion of the evening,
Brian Staton and several other members displayed blooms
and seedlings during the “Show & Tell”.

As a follow-up to her educational on seed growing in
February, Noni Godfrey brought several types of seedlings to
show how well they are doing. I addition she has been
successful in propagating several small dahlias from a tuber
she almost lost last year. These will be babied along until
large enough to plant outdoors.
Past president, Paul Wurz, presented the Frank Fugioka slide
show on his many rhodo hybrids and species. The colourful
presentation provided an interesting look at how
rhododendrons can provide an array of trusses and foliage
to compliment any garden.

See you at the meeting. Harry

As spring arrives and we begin to purchase plants and
supplies, just a reminder to all our NIRS members that
presentation of your current membership card at the
businesses listed on the reverse side of the card will bring
you a 10% discount at most locations. Some restrictions
may apply and the card must be presented prior to the
sale being tallied. Don’t forget to start saving flats for

our plant sale.
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The lucky winner of the raffle prize “R. Mayday” was Marlene
Crucq, with Gwen Wright the winner of the door prize of a
peony “Red Charm.” Congratulations ladies.
May is going to be busier than usual this year. We not only
have our two big fundraisers for the year, the sale and show
on Sunday May 6th plus the Garden Tour on May 13th, but
this year we will also be celebrating the official opening of
our new “BOVI” bed at the Comox Valley Rhododendron
Garden at 2 pm on Friday, May 4th. Courtenay Mayor Starr
Winchester will be in attendance and, along with President
Harry Wright, she will perform the ribbon cutting ceremony.
All NIRS members are encouraged to attend the event.
Refreshments will be served by our social committee and
volunteers.

Plans are well underway for our biggest fundraising event of
the year. The Rhodo Sale and Show will once again be held
at the Indian Band Hall on Comox Road with many of the
same vendors returning.
Members willing and able to help are asked to notify Diana
Scott and arrive at the hall between 8:30 and 9 am on
Sunday, May 6th to begin the setup. Doors will open to the
public from 10 am until 2 pm, and a great deal of help is
needed to make this event as successful as previous years.
Refreshments and lunch will be provided to our members
through the efforts of our social committee, who will
gratefully accept any goodies donated.
In order to stock our NIRS companion plants table, we ask
each member to consider a donation of plants and/or
seedlings to help the cause. So in the next few weeks, while
starting or splitting your plants, please consider potting up a
few for the club.

Diana Scott is finalizing the gardens for this year’s tour in the
Royston/Union Bay area. Once again sitters will be required
at the garden gates on Mother’s Day – Sunday, May 13th. As
in the past, there will be two members required at each
garden from 10 am to 1 pm, and from 1 pm to 4 pm.
Anyone able to help is asked to contact Diana Scott ASAP at
338-0208.

How are they doing now? Christmas cactuses often bloom before or
after Christmas, but are always spectacular. There is another one,
often called Easter Cactus, for it blooms in early spring. After they
have finished blooming, give them a rest. Cut down on watering, and
if you wish, put them out in a shady spot in the garden for the
summer. I have found that if they have had a good “dry-out” for a
couple of months, then bring them in and resume watering and
feeding, they will soon burst into bloom again.
One member asked me to mention orchids; probably some of you
were given one at Christmas. These are easy plants to care for,
as long as they are given the right care, which is rather
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different to most other houseplants. Yes, they are houseplants in this
area, though Cymbidiums appreciate a few months in a shady spot
outdoors in summer.
Phalaenopsis, the orchid most likely to be available locally, are very
easy to grow. They all need light, but not sunshine. They need water,
but only once a week. They like to have moist air around them,
however, and this can be provided in various ways. Mine are sitting on
trays on top of plastic seedling containers filled with water. The orchid
pot must not be in the water. In greenhouses, the plants can be
sprayed. The temperature should be about 65-70F in daytime, and 10
to 15 degrees less at night. Many kinds won’t bloom at all if they are
warm day and night. Flowers on phalaenopsis last for months. When a
spike is finished, cut the stem back to a node further down, leaving,
say 6” and quite often another stem will sprout to continue the
blooming.
Every time I water mine, I pour several large glasses of water through
the pot - that’s all -once a week, and give a little fertilizer 3 weeks out
of 4. A little fertilizer means about ¼ or ½ tsp. to a gallon of water. I
use fertilizer that is marked - “for orchids“, but many people use 2020-20 or 14-14-14 - but so little it probably doesn’t matter which.
I joined the local(they meet in Nanaimo) Orchid Society and found
there are many people who have been caring for orchids for many
years - so they are real “experts”, just like some of our Rhodo
Society members - and are always willing to give advice. I love the
displays every month of many kinds of orchids, and I love having
some plants to care for in the winter, when outside gardening is not
too pleasant, and the rhodos are sleeping.
I have found one insect pest to watch out for – mealy bugs. A dab of
isopropyl alcohol fixes them. They are easily seen when the plant is
taken to the sink for watering - tiny fuzzy white blobs. They seem to
be worse in winter, so watch for them! I was told that orchids are
addictive - and it is true. Just like rhodos. And just like rhodos, I have
found some will not grow for me - so I give them or throw them away.
I had to give away my Rhodo Hansel this winter, for even though I
gave it extra water in summer (a hard job given our shallow well and a
very hot dry summer) it was never happy. I gave it to people who
have rich heavy soil and city water. Likewise, some orchids have
ended up on the burning pile.

We are often warned, when considering where to plant our
Rhododendrons, to be sure they have some shade, particularly from
the intense afternoon sun. Here is where these delicate-looking
Japanese maples shine. Their shade is not heavy, the leaves are often
thin and delicate, allowing lots of light in to the plants underneath,
and they relish the same kind of acidic soil that rhodos enjoy.
There are two main kinds of Japanese maples on the market, cultivars
of two species, A. palmatum and A. japonicum. A. palmatum is the
most common, offering many varieties and dozens of cultivars, all
offering different growth habits, leaf forms and leaf colours. Also,
there are two types of A. palmate cultivars - upright growers and
weepers.
Upright trees grow as tall as they are broad, typically reaching 15-30
ft. high and wide. The leaves of these trees resemble bold stars,
or hands, for the lobes radiate from the centre rather like
fingers. The second type of this tree has a weeping habit.
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Branches arch downward and lower branches and leaves can touch the
ground. Growth is more lateral than vertical; the span of a weeping
tree is usually 3 or 4 times its height. Weeping maples are slow
growing, taking 20 years to grow 6 to 10 ft. tall. Many cultivars have
leaves with more space than leaf surface, giving rise to names such as
cut leaf or thread leaf. They are often called dissectums in catalogues.
The other common Japanese maple is A. japonicum. Japonicums differ
from A. palmatum cultivars in the size and shape of the leaves.
Japonicum leaves are larger (3” to 4.5” across compared to 1 ½” to
3” for A. palmatum leaves. They have more lobes (7 to 13) compared
to 5-7, and a more rounded shape. Japonicums are large, upright
trees. They grow 30 ft. or taller, and are as wide as they are tall.
Leaves come in shades from palest green-gold to shiny dark green,
and forms from deeply divided to almost circular. In fall, the leaves
turn to various shades of red, mahogany, orange or yellow.
Because of their wide variety, Japanese maples offer many roles in the
landscape, specimen trees in a lawn or edge of the woods; with a
backdrop of blue spruce; encircled with evergreen shrubs such as
small rhodos or low-growing junipers in the middle of a lawn, or in
garden beds with perennial plants. They are extremely versatile and
will easily fit into any garden setting you can imagine. Just keep in
mind that many of them(particularly variegated or yellow-leaved
types) need protection from strong winds, and will not tolerate an
area where the winter temperature stays above 40F for a long period.
This material from Fine Gardening July/Aug. 1993.

(by Mary Palmer)

Create your own Bonsai
with Everyday Garden Plants

by Peter Chan
Pub. Cavendish, 1989.

Have you ever thought it would be fun to
make a bonsai? This is the book for you. Mr.
Chan wanders around nurseries, or his own
garden, and chooses shrubs that are
perhaps one sided, or looking miserable for
one reason or another. He takes them
and trims them into lovely little bonsais, it appears, with very
little effort.. Many of these projects have been photographed
for the book, showing exactly what the plant looked like at
first, how he trimmed branches, rolled wire around them to
shape them, and the final results, in lovely little pots and
dishes. I felt like dashing off to the nearest nursery, looking
for rejects at the back of the building.
There is a great deal of information on the kind of plants to
use, how to make them into dwarfs and how to care for
them. A very useful book to be sure. I found it in our North
Island Rhodo Society library.
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(by Mary Palmer)
Do you have trouble with whiteflies? Here is a simple solution. Take a
piece of glass or stiff transparent plastic, paint one side yellow, and
coat both sides with machine oil. Hang the plastic or prop the glass
against a support in the greenhouse or garden, and soon it will be
covered with whiteflies. Wash it off, recoat with more oil, and soon the
flies will be gone.
Two different ideas for eliminating damping off disease from recently
sprouted seedlings - water the (sterilized) soil with a fungicide
solution such as No Damp, before sowing the seeds, and for watering
the seedlings. Another method is - pull out the affected seedlings,
sprinkle the surface of the soil with fine sand, water with weak
camomile tea, and improve circulation around the plants.
Note that USDA Hardiness Zones are drawn solely on winter
thermometer readings and have nothing to do with summer weather.
For instance, Seattle, Tucson and Atlanta are all in the same zone, but
their summers are very different. In our area, we seem to be partly
Zone 7,8 and even 9, but a winter storm can blast gardens in all three
areas, and summers, though hot and dry, can also suffer cold north
winds that shrivel summer bedding plants.
Did you know many plants are unhappy growing under eucalyptus
trees with their constantly dropping leaves? Try foxgloves - they don’t
mind at all.
Slugs - yes, it is time to start thinking of them again. If you soak two
different-sized clay flower pots in water for 48 hours, then place one
on top of the other so the bottom one is covered, in a few days you
will find slugs sleeping there, check around noon, for they eat all
night and sleep all day. If you keep the pots damp you will be able to
trap many slugs over the summer. Just have a pot of salty water to
drop them into.
You will find that the top of some plastic dishwashing liquid bottles
will fit the top of a quart bottle of oil, needed for oiling various gear
powered garden equipment. This will be useful for when you just need
a few drops of oil. You may have to try several kinds of these screw
caps - Ivory (in 1993) had the best fit.
Some powdery mildew can be removed by spraying the plant with a
mixture of 1 tsp. of dishwashing liquid to 1 gal. water. Try several
brands - Dawn worked well for this reader.
The best way to divide a big old Hosta plant is to take an axe to it.
Chop it in half (watch your toes!) then cut healthy parts off with an
old bread knife and put the rest on the compost heap. Last year I did
that - and found, when I checked the compost in the spring that the
old plant material had sprouted new leaves. It was easy then to cut
the pieces up and pot them up for the plant sale.
Many perennial plants need this kind of drastic action every few
years. When a plant looks dead in the centre, dig it up, chop all the
healthy looking pieces around the sides and pot them up. You will
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end up with a much healthier plant for yourself, and several plants to
give to or trade with your friends, or take to the plant sale. Asters and
Michaelmas daisies get woody fast, and can be divided every year.
Phlox needs lifting and dividing every 3rd year. Solidago, Sedum,
Rudbeckia and Helenium all need this kind of treatment. If left alone,
they will spread and choke out more delicate plants. So do yourself
and the club a favour - chop up those big old plants and share with
others. Note: some of the grasses, such as various Miscanthus, keep
on spreading into huge clumps, and it takes sharp tools and a strong
back to cut them to size.

(by Rose-Marie Silkens)
This particularly tenacious winter is not giving way to spring very
convincingly. I think everyone is looking impatiently for signs of
spring. Or is it just part of aging that makes spring more welcome
each year? I certainly am a great deal less tolerant of winter than I
was 30 years ago.
The dying weeks of winter bring some special moments for west coast
dwellers. While wet or cold weather has kept me out of the garden,
there has been time to enjoy those moments. Both at my Sayward
home and on Hardwicke Island, we share our neighbourhood with
long-established families of bald eagles, and their acrobatic mating
rituals are marvelously entertaining. In other years I’ve been too busy
pruning or flinging compost to pay enough attention, though just
hearing their sounds is a delight too.
The flickers have become very vocal, and so have the
chickadees, who are visiting the front porch at least once a
day. I put a basket of dryer lint and other nesting material
there every spring, and while they haven’t taken any yet,
they have been checking it out. Several springs ago I
came around the corner of the house and was almost
struck by what seemed to be a horizontally-inclined
snowball. A chickadee had such a large wad of white dryer fluff that I
could scarcely see the bird. Apparently it couldn’t see where it was
going very well either, as it flew most erratically towards its
destination, a nest box in a nearby tree.
Several evenings ago I was treated to the first killdeer call of the year.
I was delivering a couple of chestnut trees to a beautiful, secluded
rural property down the river, near the margins of the Salmon River
estuary. I stepped out of the truck into twilight stillness that made me
forget supper would be very late and the work day wasn’t over yet.
The reward for such idleness was the haunting evening song of a
killdeer, drifting over the fields. My brother tells me starlings will
imitate killdeer, but I firmly refuse to believe it.
A complete contrast to such moments was a recent trip to
Victoria. Victoria is of course a beautiful city and a delight to
visit, but a morning inside the Save-On-Foods arena wasn’t very
spring like. However, it was a foggy day outside, and my reason
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for being at the Home & Garden Show was to do an enjoyable
volunteer stint at the BCLNA booth.
The garden displays more than atoned for the atmosphere of the
venue. All the horti-displays were arranged around the inside
periphery of the arena, and they were very well done indeed. Brian
Russell of Russell Nursery was across from the BCLNA booth, so I was
able to pilfer some very nice hardy primulas. A nursery new to me is
Novus Plants of Sidney. Their display was combined with Sea Soil and
a Victoria wrought-iron retailer, and was very fine indeed. They used
no flowering plants, but had such a well-chosen selection of foliage,
textures and shapes that I kept going back to look at it.
I used to live in Victoria, and on cold spring mornings in Sayward
when I discover yet another early-blooming rhodo covered in brown
mush, I have been known to mutter unprintable variations on “why
didn’t I stay in Victoria???” I could go on at length about foiled
planting schemes involving billowing borders of Curlew and Chikor
with Ramapo, or delightful Snow Lady or Patty Bee. Well, at one of the
largest commercial booths at this show, there were a dozen or so
large pots of Christmas Cheer rhodos, in full bloom. They must have
been waiting outside overnight to be brought in for the display, and
yes, they did not sport lovely pink trusses, but great clumps of brown
mush. As I stood grinning gleefully at them, the woman staffing the
booth asked me (with rather a wounded look) why I was so amused,
but I could only reply, “that’s a very long story. Please don’t be
offended.”

In 1993, Doris Page wrote, in the Island Grower magazine, a useful
article on fragrance in the garden which is just as useful today as
when she wrote it. The smell of newly-mown grass, early violets and
primroses, a row of broad beans in flower, even the smell of box, all
evoked happy memories for her, and, I am sure, for all of us.
It is sad that breeders and hybridizers have sacrificed scent in their
efforts to produce something bigger, better or more easily
propagated. However, we can have scent in the garden year-round
with a selection of flowering shrubs. Many of them also offer
evergreen leaves, berries, or good fall colour. Several of the winterflowering ones have tiny flowers that look like a bunch of stamens,
but the perfume - mama mia!
Let’s review a few of these, realizing that the kind of winter we have
often moves forward or delays their flowering. As early as December
we can have Hamamelis in bloom, and once the flowers open they
stay dainty and, particularly M. mollis, heavily perfumed, for at least
two months, regardless of weather. Then there are the Daphnes.
D. mezereum, D. odora, D. retusa, D. tangutica, D. laureola (which is
gradually taking over the woods on Vancouver Island, and is
beginning to be considered a pest). Sarcococca humilis is a favorite.
The flowers are inconspicuous but the plant perfumes the air for yards
around. This plant blooms from January to March.
Azara is a name we are not so familiar with - I saw one blooming in
the Weezje’s garden and another at Mystic Woods, both in May.
They may or may not be hardy here, but they may be difficult to
find in nurseries. They are reputed to come easily from cuttings.
Honeysuckles - yes, Lonicera x purpusii and L. standishii both
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bloom in winter, lovely scent. How about the Viburnums? Yes, V.
farreri, V. grandiflorum, V. bodnantense “Pink Dawn” (which starts to
bloom in October and has a few flowers all winter, with a big splash in
April), V. carlesii, V. juddii, V. carlcephalum, and V.x burkwoodii, all
have lovely perfume, and carry us into May. Unfortunately, in my
garden, the deer love them as much as I do. Osmanthus delavayi,
another plant with tiny evergreen leaves and tiny flowers with a fine
scent, blooms in April. My plant usually gets bashed down by wet
snow, but springs back up again time after time. The deer never touch
it. A related plant, O. ilicifolius, blooms in fall. The leaves look like a
variegated holly but are not prickly.
Doris goes on to list perfumed native plants such as Ribes (when the
red flowering current comes into bloom in March, the Rufus
Hummingbirds arrive), Philadelphus, Mahonia ( tall Japanese variety
opens flowers in October and blooms all winter in my garden),
Amelanchier,(we call them Saskatoon Berries), and Indian Plum, old
name Osmaronia, now Oemleria (first to push leaves out in March).
Now to the Rhododendrons. Many of the deciduous Azaleas,
particularly A. occidentalis, have fantastic perfumes. Many rhodos also
have scent. I have noticed that many of the white and pale pink
rhodos are scented. The Loderis, like Loderi King George and its
relatives, are highly perfumed. When buying a rhodo, always take a
sniff if you want perfumed plants. Roses, of course, but I won’t list
them all. The deer eat them here so I have none except a couple of
species roses with vicious thorns. Buddleias are another family of
plants with wonderful perfume. They also attract all the butterflies in
the area. B. globosa in May, B. alternifolia in June, B. fallowiana, B.
Davidii and B.x weyeriana fill the summer and fall garden with
perfume.
Doris mentions a few other perfumed plants, some of which are not
too successful in our area, due to cold winds or sudden early or late
frosts, but probably our Union Bay members have no trouble with
them. Elaeagnus pungens `Maculata Aurea’, Coletia armata (this
means spiny) needs a sheltered sunny spot and may not be hardy in
Zone 8 gardens. Kolkwitzia amabilis (give this one lots of room) and
Clethra altinifolia (deer love this one) are two more suggestions.
Broom - they are not all destructive pests. Some have strong, rather
unpleasant scents that bother people with allergies, but try Cytisus
battandieri (lovely pineapple scent, not very hardy here), Genista
virgata, Spartium junceum. Give them a sunny spot.
All shrubs need well prepared soil (a $20 hole for a $5 plant), Fork
over the bottom of the hole, add 6-8-6 or Bone meal. Check the roots
if the plant is in a pot - tease out or cut if necessary, the roots. Make
a small mound of soil and spread the roots over it. Fill in with good
soil and compost, gently firm the soil, and water in well. Depending
on the weather, November is often a good time to plant shrubs, but
watch for heaving soil in a bad frost, or strong wind. Last November
taught us some lessons about planting, staking, and checking the
plants after the severe storms we had on the coast. Be sure to give
extra water for the first several summers if the weather is as dry as it
has been the last several.
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This month, I have a few odds and ends to report on so here goes:
It's that time of year again for the garden tours when everyone wants
to show off their gardens, or take a leisurely stroll through someone
else's beautiful garden. The rhodies in most gardens are starting to
bloom and the bulbs are popping out ready to enchant all the eager
gardeners. Some of our members have kindly agreed to open up their
gardens for viewing by other members and guests throughout the
spring and summer on specified dates. I will be notifying the
membership via e-mail when those dates are confirmed.
So far we have The Wrights in June, The Godfrey's in August, and The
Crucq's possibly in May.....All exact dates to follow. Anyone else
interested in showing their garden to the members please contact me
and we will set up dates.
The Newsletter is trying to get a “Buy and Sell” section on the go. We
are not going to try and sell your used vehicle, or recycle your old
couch or toaster! However, anything garden
related, plants, pots etc. will be considered for
this endeavor. All offerings are to be submitted
to me in due time for insertion into the
newsletter. This usually means within a week
following our current meeting for the next
month’s newsletter.
For starters this month we have Dick Bonney offering up four, one
gallon pots full of beautiful, delicious strawberry rhubarb. All you
need to do is pick them up and make a small offering to the clubs
revenue table…Thanks Dick. Also….Anyone looking for some “free
large Koi for their pond” call Noni 335-0717!!!
“May is Rhododendron Month”, soon to be the topic everyone will be
talking about. The city of Courtenay has declared this for the month of
May. The North Island Rhododendron Society (NIRS) will be officially
opening their new garden bed called “Born on Vancouver Island”
(BOVI), during the month. Stay tuned to the newsletter for more
details on the festivities coming next month.
As we begin gardening in the spring, don’t forget for a small rental
fee you can use the NIRS’ new PH tester pen to check the conditions
of your soil. The pen is available for one week at a time for the price
of $10 (with $5. refunded when pen is returned). The pen can be
picked up and returned to Harry Wright at Haida Gold Gardens.
President Harry asks if any member does not read or keep their ARS
Journal magazines; please bring them to a meeting. He would like to
have extra copies to pass along to new members or distribute to
various locations (doctors, dentists offices etc.) for others to enjoy.
Another subject near and dear to this editor is the George Fraser Days
in Ucluelet. Having lived in Ucluelet for 24 years, and hubby a
founding member of the association, I am making an exception and
putting in a ‘plug’ in our newsletter for this special event.
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The Seventh Annual George Fraser Day & Heritage
Fair Ucluelet, B.C. on Saturday, May 26, 2007
10:30 AM : Welcoming Ceremony
 at George Fraser Memorial Park (across from Village Green
at Main Street & Fraser Lane)
 Introductions
 Speech by The Honorable Iona Campagnolo, Lieutenant
Governor of B C - Heritage in Small Coastal Communities
 Scottish Fiddling & Piping, Highland Dancers, Aboriginal
Dancers
 Garden Planting of Fraser hybrids by Lt. Governor, Children
& Other Citizens of the Community
11:30 AM-12:30 PM : Interpretive Walking Tour
 Enjoy a stroll with the Lt. Governor that begins on Fraser
Lane to view heritage gardens/property where George
Fraser lived and planted his heaven on earth.
 Quick stop en route for a "Uniquely Ukee" Greeting at the
Village Square Shops!
12:30 PM-1:00 PM : Opening Ceremony
 Heritage Fair, U.A.C Hall at 1510 Peninsula Rd - Doors open
at 12:00 Noon - Admission - $2.00
 Welcome Speech - Guest Speakers - Presentations to Lt.
Governor
 Lunch & Refreshments available
 Silent Auction commences
1:00 PM-4:00 PM : Heritage Fair
 Historical Displays - Old Time Fiddlers - Silent Auction Door Prizes - Scottish Music & Poetry


Jigs/Reels on George Fraser's Fiddle



Featuring a New Book by Bill Dale 'George Fraser's
Rhododendrons'

 Plant Sale and more
For more information, contact:Event Coordinator: Wanda McAvoy,
e-mail gfraserproject@hotmail.com
Ph: 250-726-7459, Fax: 250-726-7449
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(by Diana Scott)
Members Antje and Peter Guertler moved here from the
Bavarian area of Germany in 1993. Canada had been a
holiday destination for many years and after touring the
Western Provinces they decided to make the Comox Valley
their home. It took 14 years to emigrate after having made
their decision, and when they finally got the ‘call’, they had
only 4 weeks to pack up their belongings and move to
Canada!
Both Antje and Peter brought with them many skills and
talents. Antje had worked in and managed a medical clinic,
as well as working for several years at City Hall in the
Immigration office. Her organizational skills are evident
when you see their well planned, beautiful garden, or see
her efficiently dealing with customers at the Deli
Department at Quality Foods! Peter’s training is in electrical
engineering and design, but he also played hockey,
developed a small fish hatchery and trained as a
conservation officer. He has extensive boating skills and
experience including the qualifications to take a 60 meter
boat off shore. He currently manages the shop in Campbell
River for TMAR Industries.

Antje has had an interest in gardening all her life, having
grown up around the beautiful gardens of her mother and
grandmother. Their first house in the Valley was a duplex
with a very small garden, so when they were looking for
property to build their current home, a southern exposure
and adequate garden size were priorities.
Even before the house was finished, Peter and Antje were
digging out the soil 2 feet deep, sifting and amending it.
Anyone who has seen their garden can tell that the plants
are healthy and thriving from the roots up! Their garden is a
bit of a haven for them and when he has the opportunity
Peter likes to putter around the pond area. Antje could
spend from dawn to dusk in her garden, and although she
loves it all, the rock garden and woodland corner are
particular favourites. Peter and Antje have been Hosts for
the NIRS Garden Tour on two occasions, and their garden
never fails to impress visitors. Having joined in 2006, we
are delighted to have Peter and Antje as part of our club!
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ORANGE COFFEE CAKE (Claudia Ellis)
2 C flour
1 tsp.baking powder
Dash salt
1 C sugar
1 egg
1/2 C oil

The following two recipes were served at our executive
or regular meeting in the past month. Several
members asked me to “get that recipe and put it into
the newsletter”, so here you go…compliments of the
two ladies mentioned by their respective recipes. I
haven’t personally made either one, but I have tasted
them and they are delicious! No calories, or course!
The third recipe, to fill the page is one of Dot Gibson’s.
LUMBERJACK CAKE (Diana Scott)
3500F

oven: 8 inch cake pan, greased.
“Combine in small bowl”
1 cup chopped seeded dates
2 large peeled chopped apples
1 tsp Baking Soda
Add 1 cup boiling water; cover 10 minutes
“Beat until fluffy”
½ cup plus a bit (125gr) butter/marg
1 cup sugar
1 egg
1 tsp vanilla
Stir in 1 ½ cups flour to egg mixture; add apple mixture;
mix; pour into pan.
Bake 50 minutes (less if hot oven – I bake 35 min); spread
with topping (below); bake a further 20 minutes (watch top
doesn’t burn). Cool.
Topping
In saucepan combine ¼ cup butter/marg with ½ cup firmly
packed brown sugar, ½ cup milk and 2/3 cup shredded
coconut. Stir over low heat until butter is melted and
ingredients combined.

1 tsp. cinnamon
1/4 tsp.nutmeg
1 tsp.baking soda
1 orange
1 C milk

Topping:
1/3 C packed brown sugar
1/4 Cmargarine
1 C chopped walnuts (or pecans)
Glaze:
3/4 c icing sugar
1 Tbsp. milk
1/2 tsp. vanilla
Combine dry ingredients and set aside.
Peel orange, remove stem. Put peelings and orange
wedges in blender, then add milk, egg and oil to blender;
mix well. Pour liquid into flour mixture and blend well. Pour
into greased 9x13-inch pan.
Mix topping ingredients until crumbly and sprinkle over the
batter. Bake 3500 F for 30 minutes. Place on cooling rack
and drizzle with glaze.

DOT’S WACKY BLACK FOREST CAKE
3 cups Flour
8 Tbsp. Cocoa
2 tsp. Baking Soda

(Dot Gibson)
2 cups Sugar
4 tsp. Baking Powder
1 1/2 tsp. Salt

Combine these dry ingredients, make a well and add:
3 well beaten Eggs and enough water to make 2 cups liquid
2 Tbsp Vinegar
2 tsp. Vanilla
10 Tbsp. (5 oz) Veg. Oil
Beat on high speed for 2 minutes. Bake in 9 x 13 pan at
350 degrees for 50 - 60 minutes
Cool and Ice as desired or try this:
1 8oz. pkg Cream Cheese, softened
1/4 cup Sugar
Fold in: 1 pint Whipping Cream - whipped with 1 tsp. Vanilla
Slice cake into two layers. Spread first layer with cherry pie
filling. Top with second layer and ice with cheese and
whipping cream mixture.
Garnish with marashino cherries and shaved chocolate to
make a “Black Forest Cake”.

I have included a page 9 for those receiving this newsletter
by e-mail only!!! The page nine is a poster. We ask
members to print it out and pin it up in any high profile
location to advertise our plant sale.
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North Island Rhododendron Society

Rhododendron
SALE AND SHOW
SUNDAY – 6th May 2007
10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Indian Band Hall
3320 Comox Road (Dyke Road)
Great variety of Rhododendrons
direct from our growers.
Other companion plants also for sale!

View our Rhodo Truss Show
Free Admission - Free Raffle Draw - Free Parking

